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Abstract 
Cloud computing is employed to store, manage, and method information employing a network that is hosted instead of 

native server or a private computer. Cloud storage is a online storage where data is stored in virtualized pools of storage 

which are generally hosted by third parties. This cloud storage system which consists of a key server and a set of 

storage servers. The storage servers are in distributed nature, distributed server provides secure and robust data storage 

and retrieval. This paper propose to store data securely in distributed storage servers, when a client upload the file, the 

file is encode, encrypt and sends packet to storage server. When client requests for file, it is decoded by storage server 

and then client can download file. Key server stores the client keys which are generated by RSA algorithm. The key 

server store keys including user details. 

Keywords: Key server, Distrusted storage server, RSA Algorithm, Cloud Computing.  

1. Introduction 

Cloud storage is associate in nursing business term for managed information storage through hosted 

network service. Many forms of cloud storage systems are developed supporting each personal and 

business uses. The foremost basic sort of cloud storage permits users to upload individual files or folders 

from their personal computers to a central net server. this permits users to create backup copies of files just 

in case their originals square measure lost. Users may also download their files from the cloud to different 

devices, and generally conjointly alter remote access to the files for people to share. Businesses will utilize 

cloud storage systems as a commercially-supported remote backup solution either endlessly or at regular 

intervals, software package agents running within the corporate network will firmly transfer copies of files 

and info information to third-party cloud servers. In contrast to personal information that's usually hold on 

forever, enterprise information tends to quickly grow obsolete and backup systems embody retention 

policies that purse useless data after deadlines have passed.  

 

There are many underlying challenges and risks in cloud computing that increase the threat of data being 

compromised. Security concerns must be addressed in order to establish trust in cloud computing 

technology. Distributed networked storage systems provide the storage service on the Internet 

 

Larger firms may also use these systems to copy massive amounts of knowledge between branch offices. 

Workers performing at one web site could produce new files and have them mechanically shared with 

colleagues in different sites. Enterprise cloud storage systems generally include configurable policies for 

"pushing" or caching knowledge with efficiency across sites. Cloud networks that serve many purchasers 

tend to be dearly-won to make attributable to the measurability needs for faithfully handling massive 

amounts of information. The data is been encrypted using cryptographic keys to provide data 
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confidentiality. Authenticating the users entering the network can also be done to secure the data. The 

cryptographic keys must be kept secret and it must not be lost by the user.  They must be allowed to enter 

the system only after registration process or login process.  This cloud storage system which consists of a 

key server and a set of storage servers, and storage server are distributed. The user who can upload his file 

to storage server which is stored in distributed nature , distributed server  provides secure and robust data 

storage and retrieval. Uploaded  file is encode, encrypt and then sending packet wise to storage server. 

When client requests for file, it is decoded by storage server and then client can download file. Key server 

manages the user key so it act as key management. Keys are generated by RSA algorithm. 

2. Objectives and Motivation 

To present a paper which is to design and implement to distributed server to store data in cloud storage 

system. The goal is to store data confidentially and robustly in storage server using the encoding and 

encryption method.. As we know data plays a big role and naming too. Thus to store such data to place 

without difficult and secure. Thus we go for partitioning of data and then making it store at different places.  

3. Related Work 

Paper [1] proposes re-encryption technique, when the sender wants to share his messages, he sends a re-

encryption key to the storage server. The storage server re-encrypts the original code word symbol into a 

re-encrypted code word symbol. The re-encryption scheme is integrated with a secure decentralized erasure 

code so that a secure distributed system is designed. The proxy re-encryption scheme supports the encoding 

operations over encrypted messages as well as forwarding operations. The key server retrieves re-encrypted 

code word. Here they used distributed key servers  to store keys and decrypt message. 

 

Paper [2] proposes threshold proxy re-encryption scheme and integrate it with a decentralized erasure code 

such that a secure distributed storage system is formulated. The distributed storage system not only 

supports secure and robust data storage and retrieval, but also lets a user forward his data in the storage 

servers to another user without retrieving the data back. Here they user multiple key servers and storage 

servers 

 

Paper [3] proposes partitioning of data and then performed encryption on each partitioned chunks and 

distributed to storage servers and then before storing them in to the servers. In this work they used one 

asymmetric and one symmetric algorithm, they used RSA for key generation and encryption and AES 

algorithm for re-encryption purpose. 

  

Paper [4] proposes decentralized erasure codes and shown how they can be used to introduce reliable 

distributed storage. They address the problem of distributed networked storage when there are multiple, 

distributed sources that generate data that must be store deficiently in multiple storage nodes, each having 

limited memory. 

 

Paper [5] proposes different data fragmentation schemes for multi cloud storage in cloud computing, which 

seeks to provide each customer with better cloud data storage decisions. In this work they observed that, 

from a customer’s point of view, relying upon a solo service provider for his outsourced data is not very 

promising. In addition they worked for dividing the user’s data block into data pieces and distributing them 

among the available service providers. 

 

The disadvantage of existing system. 1) The user perform more computation and communication traffic 

between the user and storage servers is high.2) The user has to manage his cryptographic keys otherwise 

the security is weak. 

 

 

4. Proposed System 

 
A secure distributed data storing and retrieving in cloud storage system to provide security to storing data 

in cloud storage system. The proposed system is design to storing data in distributed server and retrieving, 
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and in this system the storage servers are in distributed nature and single key server to store user key 

information. The user data uploaded which is encode and then encoded data is encrypted and stored to 

storage servers.    

 

System architecture description 

System architecture and overview of module are explained.  

 Overview of modules 

• Key Server 

• Storage servers 

• Client 

 

Client 

A client is a user who uploads or downloads the files into storage nodes.  The user has to first register in 

key server. The Registration process details are Username, IP address and password. After entering the 

registration process the details can be stored in database. The key server sends unique RSA keys to user. 

Then the user has to login to give his corrected username and password. The user selects a file and encrypts 

it using the encryption keys. Then the encrypted message is divided into packets and each packet is 

randomly stored in storage servers. When client wants the file back, it requests the storage servers for 

packets. When packets are received, it rearranges the packets in proper order and decrypts using decryption 

keys.  

 

Key server 

 

This module generates unique encryption and decryption keys for the users and stores keys and user details. 

 

Storage servers 

 

When a client sends packet to storage server, the packets are encoded and saved. When client requests for 

packet, it is decoded by storage server and sent to client. 

 

 
Fig 1: System Model 

 

 

 

Encoding & decoding 
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Encoding and decoding of data for user. When client upload the file, the file will encode before storing it in 

storage server. The data is converted to binary representation and stored in storage node. While returning 

packet to client, packets are decoded to original format and sent to client.  

 

 

Data Storing(Upload) 

 

In file upload process the user has to choose one file from browsing the system and enter the upload option. 

Now, the server from the cloud can give the encrypted form of the uploading file. In upload operation, the 

user file will get upload to server securely. File which was being uploaded into the storage server is firstly 

encoded, encrypted and stores the that secure file.  

 

Data Retrieve( Download) 

 

For download option. In There are user detail and file name. First, the server process can be run which 

means the server can be connected with its particular client. Now, the client has to download the file to 

download the file. For downloading, first user need to select file to be download and then clicking the 

download option the client can view the encrypted key. Then using that key the client can view the file and 

use that file appropriately.  
 

Key Generation  

Key generation is done by RSA algorithm, the pair of public key and secrete key are generate, then the user 

get this pair of key. 

The keys for the RSA algorithm are generated the following way: 

 

i. Generate two large random primes, p and q, of approximately equal size such that their product 

 n = pq 

ii. Compute n = pq and (phi) φ = (p-1)(q-1) 

iii. Choose an integer e, 1 < e < phi, such that gcd(e, phi) = 1. 

iv. Compute the secret exponent d, 1 < d < phi, such that ed ≡ 1 (mod phi). 

v. The public key is (n, e) and the private key (d, p, q). Keep all the values d, p, q and phi secret.  

 

n is known as the modulus. 

e is known as the public exponent or encryption exponent or just the exponent. 

d is known as the secret exponent or decryption exponent 

 

5. Conclusion 

 
We consider a cloud storage system that containing the key server and set of storage servers. Our system 

gives the data storage and management of keys. A secure cloud storage system is built by encoding, 

encrypting the user data. Storing data in distributed servers is secure and robust. Encoded data is encrypted 

and then while storing in storage server it is divided into packet and stored in a set of storage servers. 

Public key cryptosystem is used to transfer data securely to storage servers. Our storage servers perform 

storage service to store content in valid blocks. Our key servers performs the administration for user detail 

and keys. Future work is to give more security to key server and storage server. 
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